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" A couple of weeks ago I was fortunate enough to be invited to a health oriented Yahoo group called

Sound of Stars. In this group we discuss the effects of sound frequencies developed by a mysterious

scientist in Canada going by the moniker "Doc Stars". These sound frequencies, so graciously supplied to

us by Doc Stars are experimental in nature and they sound like nothing you have ever heard before.

Although we receive the frequencies from Doc Stars in mp3 form, they do not sound like music. You can't

dance to them, and they are not binaural beats or hemi-sync. They are not unpleasant to listen to and it is

recommended to play a frequency for 45 minutes to 3 hours to get the full effect. Some reports in the

group suggest that the effects are permanent. What kind of effects can you get from playing these

frequencies on your computer or stereo? Anything from anxiety reduction, depression relief, dental plaque

reduction, attraction of the opposite sex, better eyesight, sound sleep, psychic shielding, thyroid

stimulation, testosterone stimulation, age regression, spirochette and viral inhibiting, body regeneration,

chelation, digestive tract healing, DNA repair and the list goes on! It seems Doc Stars has spent the last

seven years of his life secluded in his lab developing and testing these frequencies. He has developed a

frequency for so many things and more are being developed everyday. He can even make custom
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frequencies just for you. I know these frequencies work because I had an unbelievable experience with

one. I came down with a cold last weekend and was feeling pretty miserable. I was doing my normal

routine of ingesting Vitamin C, Zinc and lots of Garlic. But I had already gotten to the colored mucus stage

of the cold and those nutrients, while they help, have never been able to completely wipe out a cold once

I got to that stage. I sat down at my computer and played Doc's "Viral Inhibiter" frequency for 3 hours

straight. After 2 1/2 hours of playing, I felt like the cold was gone but wasn't sure if I was just temporarily

feeling better or if it was totally gone. So I played it for an extra half hour. I can say positively the cold

really was gone and never returned that weekend. It is almost a week later and I am cold free! I am really

excited about this discovery. These frequencies are totally amazing! To get involved and start testing the

frequencies for yourself, it's totally free. Doc Stars has been so generous in supplying us with over 60

frequencies to try out and explore. He also has some very special frequencies that took a lot of research

and developement time for sale. For instance, how would you like a special exotic frequency that will help

connect you to your soulmate? I mean you actually find and attract your soulmate! How exciting! Not

many people get to have an experience like that. In development are frequencies for Diabetes,

Fibromyalgia, Arthritis, and the list goes on. Even though the Doc has the greatest esteem for Royal Rife,

these are not Rife frequencies. They are totally new. If you have a special medical problem or request,

join the group and ask the Doc. A friend of mine is testing the Alzheimers frequencies right now on his

aging mother with Alzheimers. Even if you feel fine, perhaps you would like to try the frquency for

releasing negativity or increasing good luck. You've got to get in on this! It's like a gift from God! Help

yourself, help your friends, help your family and pets feel better now. Join the group!" By Pantherchic
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